LEARN CRITICAL SKILLS
THROUGH CLASSES &
INTERNSHIPS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budgeting and project management
Report and grant writing
Knowledge of federal, state, and local laws
Research design and development
Professional ethics
Geographic information sciences (GIS)
Mapping using total stations and GPS
Remote sensing
Aerial photography and reconnaissance
Lithic analysis
Ceramic analysis
Microscopic analyses
3D scanning
Creating heritage products

MAKE THE

RIGHT CHOICE.

1 DEGREE. 2 YEARS.
A MASTERS DEGREE IN PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY
DESIGNED FOR CRM PROFESSIONALS,
GOVERNMENT ARCHAEOLOGISTS AND OTHER
NON-ACADEMIC POSITIONS IN ARCHAEOLOGY.

First
Year

Understanding archaeological
practices, laws and heritage

Second
Year

“Binghamton University has a world
class faculty with extensive experience,
visibility and connections in all aspects of
Public Archaeology. Binghamton’s faculty
pioneered the development of Cultural
Resource Management in the 1970’s and we
have trained students for careers in Public
Archaeology ever since then. The MAPA
program formalizes this training and provides
certification from a department that has
always been a leader in Public Archaeology.”
- DR. RANDALL MCGUIRE (FACULTY)

Writing skills, publication
practices, and master’s thesis

STUDIES CONDUCTED BY
THE SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN
ARCHAEOLOGY & THE BUREAU
OF LABOR STATISTICS SUGGEST
THAT CAREERS IN ARCHAEOLOGY
ARE GROWING AT A FASTER RATE
THAN OTHER FIELDS.

ROLLING DEADLINE

APRIL 15

MAPUBAR@BINGHAMTON.EDU | WWW.MAPABING.ORG

“The faculty at Binghamton University
are incredibly involved, supportive and
knowledgeable and I have greatly benefited
from their guidance as I navigate my studies
and hone my research interests. Classes have
taught me the fundamentals of communitybased archaeology and are preparing me for
my future career.”
- ANGELA MCCOMB (STUDENT)

Summer
Internship

Our Public Archaeology program is
designed specifically to train students for
positions in private archaeology firms,
governmental agencies and public outreach
and education programs.
Graduates can expect to find employment
in both the private and governmental
sectors. Education- and museum-based
archaeologists work for schools, agencies
that define policies for educational
initiatives, heritage organizations that work
directly with descendant communities,
institutions that award and administer
grants, and museums.
Students entering the program usually
have a BS in anthropology, although related
fields, such as history and geography, are
welcome. An archaeological field school or
equivalent field experience is also required.

THE PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY FACILITY
DESCRIPTIVE OVERVIEW
The Public Archaeology Facility (PAF) was organized in 1972 to provide cultural resource management
(CRM) services to clients throughout the Northeastern United States, with a regional focus on New York and
Pennsylvania. Our expertise includes:





Phase 1A cultural resource assessments for planning purposes;
Phase 1 archaeological and architectural reconnaissance surveys;
Phase 2 evaluations of National Register eligibility for sites and buildings; and
Phase 3 data recoveries as part of negotiated mitigation of impacts to eligible sites and buildings.

PAF provides services for individual projects as well as “on-call” contracts, such as pipeline, transportation,
and cellular communications projects. A large professional staff completes between 40 and 60 CRM projects per
year in addition to on-call services. Our projects include renewable energy (windfarms, hydroelectric),
transportation (airports, highways, railways, trails), communications (cell towers, 911 towers), education (schools,
outreach), emergency management (FEMA, DHSES), mining (topsoil, gravel), and developments (private,
municipal). We are committed to assisting our clients with their CRM needs while providing high quality
prehistoric and historic surveys that comply with state and federal historic preservation laws.
The Research Foundation, a non-profit educational corporation on the Binghamton University campus,
administers all PAF contracts and grants. PAF employs 25-30 professional archaeologists and support staff, a
number that fluctuates with the seasons. PAF is directed by a full-time professional archaeologist with a doctoral
degree in Anthropology (specialization in Cultural Resource Management and the archaeology of the Northeastern
United States). Dr. Nina M. Versaggi, the current director, is a Registered Professional Archaeologist (RPA) who
meets the Secretary of the Interior’s qualifications standards (36CFR61) and has over 30 years of experience in
Northeastern archaeology and CRM. She served as President of the New York Archaeological Council (NYAC)
for six years (2005-2010), currently sits on the Board, and chairs the Professional Standards Committee, which
produced the comprehensive professional standards used by reviewers in New York State.
All senior professional staff at PAF have advanced degrees in Anthropology, with specializations in the
historic and/or prehistoric archaeology of the Northeastern U.S.; all supervisors are 36CFR61 qualified. PAF also
employs an assistant director, Christopher Hohman, who manages the day-to-day operations of the cultural
resource contracts and directs our HazMat team. Staff include a core group of six archaeologists trained in
professional metal detection through RPA’s course, Advanced Metal Detection for Archaeologists (AMDA). They
have experience on several Revolutionary War battlefield preservation projects in New York. PAF has maintained
a stable work force of experienced and motivated field technicians and project directors, many of whom have been
employed at PAF for more than five years. All field staff have completed Safeland USA safety training, and a
variety of project specific safety training for clients, particularly in the energy industry.
PAF includes office and laboratory facilities that support our large volume of cultural resources contracts.
The PAF complex consists of an administrative office center, a project director office suite, a graphics/GIS lab,
artifact processing lab, analysis lab, and artifact curation facilities that comply with 36CFR79.
PAF owns a fleet of eight field vehicles, and a complete range of field equipment. PAF uses GPS to record
data, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to manage that data, and computer mapping programs to display the
information.
Our web page: http://paf.binghamton.edu/ outlines in more detail our mission, credentials, and
experience. Visit our Facebook page for regular updates on our projects:
https://www.facebook.com/publicarchaeologyfacility/

